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A REVIEW OF ISSUES, PROBLEMS AND POLICY
CHOICES FACING BULGARIA, ROMANIA
AND SLOVENIA IN THEIR TRANSITION
TO MARKET AND THE EU

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a broad view of the issues and options facing Bulgaria, Romania, and Slovenia in their
agricultural reform and transition, in view of their prospective accession to the EU and the adoption of the
Common Agricultural Policy. It takes as a basis the answers provided
national experts to a common set of
questions. It examines performance and expectations, as well as policies and integration strategies within an
enlarged EU.
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1. Introduction
This paper reviews and updates the issues and problems which confront the three countries in their
quest to join theEuropeanUnion.
It beginswithasurvey
ofprogressandperformanceinthe
countries concernedas gleaned from responses to a set of questions posedto representatives from
them. It then considers some of the wider issues and problems facing all members of the Central
EuropeanCountries(CECs)andfortheEuropeanUnion
(EU) itself in respectoftheCommon
Agricultural Policy (CAP) and how the latter may be modified to cater for and accommodate large
scale accession. This is discussed in a global sense for all CECs as it is the collective nature and
impactofaccessionwhichwillaffecttheconditions
for individualcountries.Thepaperalso
discussesalternativeintegrationstrategiesandpossibleoptionsforthe
CAP.Finally,possible
adjustments in the three countries are discussed
in the contextof a clearly enunciated set of national
policiesandobjectivesandsomesuggestionsare
put forwardas to theappropriatetypeof
preparation for accessto the Union.

2. Perceptions of Progress and Performance in Agriculture in Bulgaria,
Romania and Slovenia
2.1 Agricultural and

Performance

GDP growth in 1994 and 1995 was robust in Slovenia and reasonably strong in Bulgaria but the
performance in Romania was problematic. The expectations are for significant growth in all three
countries up to 2000 but these forecasts are hedged with a high degree of uncertainty. There is an
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enormousrange in inflation levels andexpectations,varyingfromaslowas
in 1995for
Slovenia to 133% in Bulgaria and this wide differential is expected
to persist in the medium term.
The differences in the unemployment situation are on the contrary quite narrow, ranging from an
average of somewhat over 8% in Slovenia in 1994/1995 to an average of 16% in Bulgaria. Some
moderation in this level is expected in both those countries but a level of about 12% is expected to
persist in Romania. A weakening of currencies against the
US$ is anticipated for all countries but
particularly for Bulgaria where the financial system
is in crisis at the moment.
The negative agricultural trade balance which obtains
in Slovenia is expected to persist in the coming
years but there are no firmly based forward figures for Romania and Bulgaria, although the trade
balance in the latter country is strongly in surplus in recent years. Some reduction
in the overall
negativetradebalanceisexpectedinRomania.
No particularchanges are "expected in the
composition of agricultural imports and exportsin Slovenia in the coming years. In Bulgaria, exports
of tobacco, tomatoes, canned fruit and vegetables, are expected to decline with increased imports
anticipated for beef, rice, sugar,
fruit juice and cotton.
The agricultural economy grew significantly in 1994 and 1995 in Bulgaria and Slovenia, with the
crops sector accounting for most of
the increase as livestock production grew very slowly or actually
declined. A similar pattern obtained in Romania. Looking forward
to theyear 2000 a substantial
growth is expected in agricultural output particularly in Bulgaria and Romania. The outlook is much
more modest for Slovenia but whereas
in Romania livestock output is expected turn
to, in the stronger
performance, the opposite is true in the other two countries. There
may well be CtÒuch of optimism
attached to these expectations, however.
The rate of change in output and input prices is expected to wind down in Slovenia from their
relatively high level of l994 with a positive termsof trade, but the corresponding changesin Bulgaria
were of astronomical proportions with some indication of an improvement in the internal terms of
trade.
data under these headings was provided for Romania.
Food prices have been and are
expected to continue rising faster than raw material pricesin all countries but the rise in food prices
will be dramatically greaterin Bulgaria thanin the other countries.
The views of respondents were also questioned with respectto the main enterprises which were
expected to expand' and contract t o the year 2800. In Bulgaria the most significant increase is
expected in fodder production, industrial crops, sheep breeding and poultry. An across the board
expansion is expected in Romania and most products are forecast to expand in Slovenîa with the
excepiionofbeef,poultry,eggsandpotatoes.Themain
enterpriseslikely to be surplus to
domestic requirements intheyear2000
are milk,wine,hops,poultry,applesandpotatoes
in
Slovenia. In Romaniawheat,maize,potatoes,vegetablesandfruit,meatandmilkareinthis
category. By contrast pigs, cereals, sugar beet and beefin Slovenia and barley, oilseed, sugarbeet,
flax and grapesin Romania are expectedto be below domestic requirements in 2000.In Bulgaria, all
agricultural products with the exception of soyabeans, cotton, sugar beet and beefbecould
produced
surplus to domestic requirements by
the year 2000.
How the domestic demand for food
would evolve andits main parameters consideredan important
issue. No information was provided on this question for Bulgaria
but the main changes envisaged
for
Slovenia were a noticeable increase in vegetable and fruit consumption and in cheese and fresh
dairyproductsandwhitemeats(withtheexception
ofpork).Highcalorific
feed consumption is
expected to stabilise whilean additional boostin total food consumptionwill come from more tourism.
The changes in Romania may be much more modest andat a relatively low level, andfor most food
products the average yearly consumption was probably less199996
in
than in 1989.
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2.2 Objectives of agricultural policy
Expertswerequestionedwithregardtotheforemost
objectives of agriculturalpolicy.
Selfsufficiency and productivity were both mentioned
by Slovenia and Romania and the latter also added
progress towards free market systems and competitiveness. Additionally the protection of family
farms and sustainable agriculture are important goals in Slovenia.
In its strategyfor the development
of its agricultureBulgariahascitedthe“establishmentofcompetitiveandexport-orientated
agriculture and food industry....”
In the context of joining the
three alternative options were posed which could inform the
strategy which might be pursued. Slovenia would seem to favour gradual price alignment with the
CAP as would Romania also. No explicit option was cited for Bulgaria but the option cited above is
probably the favoured option also for
this country.
Comparative advantage is an important issue in the context of freer trade in the future. Slovenia
would not consider itself as having many advantages given its unfavourable production conditions
but in this restricted, environment certain advantages may exist
in the production of high quality wines
and fruits. This questionwas not answered by Romania or Bulgaria specificallybut in the caseof the
latter “exported-orientated” products includegrain and oilseed, veal and lamb and certain vegetables
tobacco.
and fruit and

l

The mainbarriers to increasedagriculturaloutputwereidentifiedinRomaniaasinappropriate
structure of farming and land restitution, lack of capital, the price
squeeze, lack of market information
and underdeveloped upstream and downstream increases.
In Slovenia the barriers cited are poor
natural conditions, small farm size, low skilled labour and “bad organisation and management”, lack
of investm‘ent and discriminative legislation. In Bulgaria the main problems perceived are “unsettled,
unstable and ineffective market structure and market institutions,” low prices, outdated technology
and practices and unfinished land reform.In all countries, unless these problems are corrected or at
least alleviated, the progress and performance
of the sector will continueto be hampered.
Rural development is becoming a more important feature of agricultural policy in the EU and the
US. The role perceived for rural development
in the three countries was elicitedin the questionnaire.
InSlovenia,theEUandAlpinemodels
are beingadoptedwithagriculturebeingseenasakey
instrument of integrated rural development.It is not yet considered to be explicitly on the agenda in
Bulgaria, although one of the main objectives of agrarian strategy and policy is the development of
an integrated program in the agricultural regions to increase the role of farmers as managers of all
natural resources and custodians of
the countryside. In Romania, the main focusis still on promoting
theroleofagriculture
in economicdevelopmentandenhancingitsupstreamanddownstream
significance. In Romania also the agricultural labour force is expected to decline significantly and
even to accelerate with increasing economic development.In Slovenia, on the other hand, because
of problems in the industrial sector agriculture provides a social buffer to the overall unemployment
situation, with the resultthat the rateof decline in the farm labour force is moderated.

of the upstream and downstream sectorsand
A particular question was asked about the structure
the extent to which it represented a constraint to development. In Romania they are still mainly
state-owned but moreprogresshasbeenachieved
in thedownstreamsectorwithrespectto
privatisation with beneficial results. More difficulties are experienced in the upstream sector where
the main industrialinputproducers are large stateenterprises. In Sloveniathefoodprocessing
sector is technologically well developed but there is little real competition. However, a process of
reform is underway.Ontheotherhand“there
is noefficientlydevelopednetworkofupstream
sectors”, with the exception of feedstuffs production.The public sector is still the dominant player in
the sector in Bulgaria. Large state enterprises still dominate agri-processing but many new private
farms are entering the field. Nevertheless, progress is slow because
of the lack of a well developed
information system.
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3.

of Eastern Enlargement for the CAP

While the CAP is of critical importance for the CECs, the EU also considers that any prospective
enlargement has significant consequences for the CAP. Given the importance of agriculture in the
CECs, accession will have a major impact on EU agricultural markets and agricultural policy. This
section briefly investigatesthe likely impact under three headings; the threat of low-cost competition;
budgetary impact; and compatibility with
WTO disciplines.
The threat from low-cost competition

The consequences of CEC accession forthe market balanceof major farm commodities will depend
on howthenetexportsurplus
of theCECsevolves in the pre-accession period and under the
conditionsoffullmembership.
In turn,projections of thepotentialnetexportsurplusrequire
assumptions about expected productivity growth and the evolution
of demand.
The
listed
production potential for the foreseeable future:
i) lack of capital. Despite the urgent need for investment to modernise production and improve
the rural infrastructure,agriculturehasverylimitedcapacityeither
to generate an investible
surplus of its ownor to attract outside credit or capital. The delay in settling property rights makes
it difficult to use land as collateral.
Farmers are relativelyold in comparison to the averageage
i¡) farm structuralproblems.
structure of thepopulation,with
little trainingandpoorlyprepared
for amarketeconomy
environment.
iii) downstream structuralproblems. Delaysinreorganisingthefoodindustrymeanthat
heavily dominated by the monopolistic structures of the past.

it is still

.

A key question is the farming structure which will emerge from the restructuring of land w~nership
and its potential implications for productivity. Bulgaria and Romania deliberately set out to recreate
the family farm structurebut the process has been marked by long delays.
In these countries as well
as in Slovenia the small scale
of private farming will remain a structural handicap.
In its Strategy Paper, the Commission presented some central estimates of the projected net surplus
potential of the CEC-10 under specified market and policy assumptions.
The scenario results were presented
for three time horizons:
i) up to the year 2000 the applicant countries remain outside the CAP. Compared to the pre-reform
base when the CECs were net cereal importers and exported 0.5 million tonnes of oilseeds, the
Commission projects that,within the crops sector, there wouldbe a certain shift towards cereals
and oilseeds leadingto a net export potentialof around 6 million tonnesof cereals and0.8 million
tonnes of oilseeds. For dairy products, the net export potential wouldbe significantly lower than
in the pre-reform period, while for meats supply and demand would be more or less in balance,
but at a lowerlevel than in the pre-reform period.
ii) with the more favourable price environment represented by accession to the 1995 CAP and the

assumed success of the restructuring process, these potential net export surpluses would grow
by 2005 and particularly by the year 2010. By the latter year, the Commission projects a doubling
of the potential CEC-IO cereal surplus compared to 2000 (despite the
15 per cent set-aside).
Oilseedsproductionwouldalsoincrease,thoughtheCommissionbelievesthiswould
be
absorbed by increased domestic demand. The potential dairy surplus would be over
50 per cent
higher in 2005 compared to 2000, although this would drop back over the next five years as
domestic demand continuedto increase and supplywas limited by the fixed quota. Potential net
exports of beef could increase by up to 0.5 million tonnes, while sugar would remain in deficit,
though at a reduced level.
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for the CECs
would lead to a flood of cheap imports with
quite disruptive effects onEU agricultural marketsare not
justified. It points out that the development of agricultural trade between the EU
CECs, has
turnedout to bequitefavourable to theUnion,despitetheasymmetriccharacter
of thetrade
concessions. While CEC production will recover, there is the possibility of new market outletsto the
East. The fear of competitive pressures arising from CEC accession, apart from the pig and poultry
sectors,ismisplaced,Itargues.Theseperceivedcompetitivenesspressures
are beingconfused
with valid fears that CEC accession could lead to severe budgetary problems for the CAP and a
possible breach of GATT commitments which would warrant further and possibly substantial reform
of theCAP.
Budget costs

The EUCommissionhaspreparedestimatesofthebudgetcostsofaccessiontotheFEOGA
Guarantee fund basedonthescenariosdeveloped
in its StrategyPaper and discussedinthe
previous paragraphs. It will be recalled that a principal assumption behind these scenarios
was that
the 1995 CAP would apply to these countries, including arable aid payments and livestock premia.
Ontheworkingassumptionthat
all tenassociatedcountrieswould
join the Union in 2000, it
estimates that the budgetary impact of enlargement would be an additional
cost of the order of ECU
12 billiorc per year after the period of transition and adjustment. The arable
aid and animal premia
would represent about half the total cost.
Psssible impact of

enlargement on the €U’s URA commitments

The agricultural commitments under theU M came into effect on 1 July 1995 for the CECs as well
asthe EU. Theagreementcontainsrequirements
on importprotection and improvedmarket
access, limits domestic support levels and reduces the volume and value of subsidised exports over
the lifetime of the agreement. GATT commitments in relation to AMS, export subsidy ceilings and
market access conditions have been undertaken by all the CECs except Bulgaria where
they are
under negotiationat present.
AM5 ceilings

By
it is estimated that the EU-15 will have a slack of actual AMS relative
to its ceiling of about
15-20%. If the CECs adopt the CAP and assuming a recovery in productivity levels by the time of
accession, but no supply responseto higher relative prices, Some(e.g. Buckwell) estimatean actual
AMS for EU-20ofaboutECU
59,500 millionby 2003. Thusevenarelativelymodestsupply
response in the CECs could leave the AMS ceiling
in real dangerof being breached.
Export subsidy ceilings

As far as the EU-15 is concerned,it is the volume component
of the subsidy restrictions which will be
binding at least until2000. The least that canbe said is that the accession of the CECs will certainly
not help the current EU to adhere
to its export volume commitments.

4. Options for the

itself

Supply managemenf as a strategyfor CAP reform

.

Of the options facing policymakers, supply management appears a superficially attractive route to
take in adjusting theCAP to the pressuresit will face in the next decade. It appears to maximise the
short-rungainsboth to producersandthewidereconomyfromagriculturalsupportagainstthe
alternative price reduction strategy. It offers an instrument to influence the structural evolution of
agriculture in adirectiondesired by publicpolicy.Theseshort-rungains,however,come
at a
considerable cost. Supply management could lead
to a growing loss of competitiveness at farm
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level and a declining world market share for a major exporting country. It is an inflexible option in
that, once embarked upon, it becomes increasingly costly toalter course. At farm level, quota rents
become incorporatedin costs of production over time as expanding farmers and new entrants pay to
acquire quota rights. Not only would these farmers suffer a loss in current revenue if quotas were
dismantled and market prices fell, but the value of their expensively acquired asset would also be
wiped out. The main argument in favour of supply management, that
it permits producer prices to
be kept at ahigherlevel
than otherwise, will be increasingly vitiated over time as the GATT
disciplines on external protection begin to bite.
The supplymanagementroute
is alsoguaranteedtomaximisethedifficultiesofabsorbingthe
membership of the Central European countries. Holding outthe prospect of a significant increase in
producer prices in these countries following accession will exacerbate the difficulties of integrating
these countries into the Common Agricultural Policy while respecting
the GATT disciplines they have
accepted. Applying supply management measures to these countries with relatively undeveloped
agricultural sectors will also
be deeply unpopular.
Compensated price reduction

a strategy forCAP reform

Substitutingdirectpaymentsformarketpricesupportinawaywhichleavesproducerincomes
unchanged is a very attractive option. It ensures that the support made available goes directly to
producers and is not siphoned off
by intermediaries andit maximises the incentiveto farmers and the
food industry to respond to market signals. The problems are that fully coupled payments are not
permitted by GATT, theirbudgetarycostwould be highandtherecouldbepublicresistance
to
paying farmers in such a transparent manner.
Variousalternativesexist to addresstheseproblems. Modulatingpayments wouldreducetheir
budget cost and would probably increase public support. However, they would be difficult to sell at
EU levelbecauseoftheirredistributionalconsequencesbetweenmemberstates.Moreover,
payments would still be coupled. A certain level of resources would
be retained in agricultural use
when alternative uses might be more efficient, although the production consequences
of this are
diminished if marginal decisionsare made in response to market signals. Coupled payments, even if
modulated, would run foul of GATT
rules for this reason.
Decsupled payments wouldnot run into GATTproblems;indeed,they
are explicitlypermitted
under GATT rules. They would leave the sector completely free to respond to market signals. Their
drawback is that they could accelerate structural change towards fewer and larger farm units and
rural decline. Also, if designed to fully compensate farmers, there would be budgetary difficulties.
Suchpaymentscouldbemodulated
but thiswouldruninto
the same political difficultiesinthe
Council of Ministers. Because decoupled payments are usually thought as
of transitional they would
bedigressiveandthusself-limitingovertime.Thustheremight
be thebasisforabudgetary
settlement.

Another way to tackle the budgetary constraint is to promote national financing. This would run
contrary to internal market rules if payments were coupled, but there is a stronger argument for
national financing if payments are decoupled. The decision on the level of support to farmers is left
to national exchequers. A move to national financing would lead to a redistribution of the gains and
losses from agricultural spending between member states. In principle, this could be satisfactorily
dealtwith by aonce-offlumpsumredistributionprovidedthatthecompensationcoveredthe
preferential trade gainas well. Nonetheless, national financing would notbe an attractive option from
a CEC perspective.
A further option is to put more emphasis on increased environmental payments. Such payments
arelargelydecoupled,andthusGATTcompatible.Theyrelate
to arationaleforwhichthereis
widespread and growing public support. However, they could suffer froman
as
it could be dificult to paycurrentlevels
of agriculturalsupportentirelythroughenvironmental
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schemes (though this difficulty would help to keep budget costs under control). Because they are
decoupledpayments,theywouldbevulnerabletocalls
for nationalfinancing.Indeed,agroenvironmental payments are only partially co-financed
by the EU under present policies.
Increased structural and rural development payments are also justified under a compensated price
reduction strategy. Their rationale is to facilitate the diversificationof economic activity in rural areas
as agricultural price support is wound
down, while at the same time assisting the improvement of the
structuralefficiencyofagriculture
so thatitcanbettercompete
in themoremarket-orientated
environment.

5. Paving the Way for Enlargement
The Commission in its Agricultural Strategy Paper discusses the adjustments which must be made
byall
the CentralEuropeancountries
so that theycantakeovertheCommunityAcquis
Communautaire. Its conclusions can be summarised under four headings.
Agricultural market policy: The Commission broadly seesthe CECs as less in need of a high level
of price and income support for their farmers, than of targeted assistance for the restructuring,
modernisationanddiversificationoftheirproductivecapacity
in agricultureandthedownstream
sectors and for improvement of their rural infrastructure. While welcoming the attempts by the CECs
to provide price stability for the agricultural sector, it warns against increases in support price levels
in real terms on a number of grounds. It notes that ‘such a policy orientation in the CECs would not
prejudge decisions on future CAP orientation, and wou!d in any case be in line with more market
Improved EU market access: The Cornmission argues that trade has a crucial importance in the
transition to a market economy. It favours increases in tariff quotas and reductions in the in-quotatariff rate and would like to see better utilisation of existing quotas, for example, by permitting the
transfer of unused quotas among the applicant countries.
Structuralreform:
TheCommissionenvisagescontinuation
of thelandprivatisationprocess,
including the completion of land registration and the strengthening of rural credit
to underpinan
active land market. It also suggests that structural interventions to improve the competitiveness of
the foodprocessingindustry,integrated
rural developmentbased on local economicinitiatives
following the LEADER model, and a package of measures similarto the CAP reform accompanying
measurescoveringafforestation,apre-pensionschemeor
a farmimprovementprogramme
to
respect environmental standards might be introduced. From the point of view of the food industry,
the requirement is for assistance to facilitate adaptation to the standards necessary to participate in
the internal market.
Veterinary and phytosanitary aspects: Controls and procedures will have to be harmonised with
EU levels by the time of accession. While the applicant countries possess a good stock of technical
knowledge and expertise, it may be necessary in some cases to move away from disease control
systems based on vaccination to the EU system of eradication. Supporting infrastructure, such as
laboratories, border controlsand animal identification systems, must
be improved.

6. Alternative

Strategies

Given the existing gap between price levels in the EU and the CECs and some responsiveness of
supply and demandwith respect to price, integrationof the new applicants on the basis of the1996
CAP will put pressure on the
agricultural budget and will eat into part of the
margin for
manoeuvre under the WTO disciplines regarding internal support levels and export subsidies. High
CAP prices before accession provide a strong temptation
to CEC governments to raise their levelof
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price support before accession,just to be eligible for compensation payments from Brussels in any
subsequent CAP reform. An effective way for the EU
to limit the likely impact of CEC accession
wouldbetosignalclearlynowthatafutureCAPwilloffermuchlessprotectiontoagricultural
production thanat present, in orderto discourage an artificialboost to CEC production.
Thebudgetcostsofaccessionwouldnotbeinsuperable
if the EUagrees to makeavailable
resources for agriculturalspendingonthebasisofthecontinuationofthecurrentagricultural
guideline. The WTO disciplines will probably prove more binding,in that any attempt to renegotiate
the CECs' schedules to permit them to apply more protectionist CAP policies would presumablybe
heavily opposed by other WTO signatories who would extract a high
price (in terms of lower EU
support) for their agreement.
Given these problems, what are the options
to reduce or eliminate them? Two!basic models of
integration with respect to the agricultural sector are available,
an exclusionary one and an inclusive
one. In the exclusionary model, the problems of agricultural integration are avoided by the simple
expedient of either postponing it to the far distant future or leaving agriculture outof the integration
process altogether. In the inclusive model, agricultural integration is kept as an integral part of an
early accession and the variants differ with respect to the degree of further reform to the current
(post-MacSharry) Common Agricultural Policy.
The range of options is set out in Table
1.
Table 1 Alternative integration strategies for the
CECs
Options
Exclusionary options

EU membership without the CAP
Postponektagger accession
Indefinite transition periods for agriculture

Inclusive options

Include CECs in anunreformedCAP,with
without compensation payments
Reform CAP furtherto ease accession process
Eliminate agricultural price support

While aspects of the exclusionary model may eventually be incorporated into the final accession
package, notably provision for some defined transition periods, it is unlikely that agriculture can be
left out of the integration process. This focuses attention on possible changes
to the CAP to facilitate
enlargement.

7. Policy Objectivesand Cokeremce in the Three Countries
In order to informan appropriate accession strategy, the objectives
of reform and public policy need
to be clearly established in each of the three countries as
there are indications of incompatibility
within the sets of objectives outlined, as shown earlier. Ostensibly the process of reform towards a
market economy willbe pursued but it is not always clear thatthe appropriate policy instruments are
being adopted. At the same time the three countries want a returnto the aggregate food production
levels of pre-l990 so as to restore nutrition levels. This would
put increasing focuson producfivify in
respect of all the factors of production but in the particular circumstances, especially on land and
labour. In the process of development or evolution, land
is policy and ifs distribution an issue, or is it
subservient to the goal of maximisingproduction? Is thereeven a viewastotheeconomic
or
I]optimal" size of farm?
With respect to the decline in agriculture in the countries in recent years, a number of factors are
common to all, but the universality of the problem has been striking in spite of wide differences in
policy approaches. The extent of the upheaval probably madeit difficult to implement policies which
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would have made much difference
to the main outcomes.
Themainthrustof
policy towards recovery is possibly micro-economic in nature incorporating
restructuring of enterprises, efficiency gains, growing competitiveness, and a larger private sector.
However, the state'must act as a facilitator towards this process in all cases. At present there are
lowerlevels of supportandprotectionforagricultureinthesecountries,withtheexception
of
Slovenia, than in most OECD countries. Most outside would argue that
it should be kept that way,in
theinterest of notplacingaburdenonthe
rest of theireconomiesandcreatingacompetitive
agricultural sector vis-à-vis the sector in other countries, and against other sectors in their own
countries. Another important reason for keeping the status
quo is to develop a competitive food
industry. It is recognised that account must be taken, however, of the need to create political and
economic stability andto avoid social hardship.
In theinterest of developingacompetitiveagricultureand
food industry,thereare,however,
of the economy. They have to do with
constraints whichare related to the priorities for other sectors
the impact of high food prices on consumers in these countries, the need
to develop a stable macroeconomicenvironment,especiallyintermsofinflationandbudgetdeficits,andtheconstraints
resulting from trade agreements. Mention should also
be made of the higher expectations which
certain policies generate, either with respectto the permanence of such policies, or the expectation
of more of the same.
Tangermann and Josling also considered the appropriate level of support and protection for CEC
agriculture as a whole. They considered three particular options given the prospect
joining
of the EU
in the foreseeable future. Thesewere:
i) rapid price alignment with the CAP

i¡) gradual price alignment with the CAP
iii) low support until accession.
They favoured the last option for a number of reasons including the probable fact that the CAP itself
is a moving target. In the context of the radical reform of the CAP, towards world price levels and
with a prudentprice policy being pursued by the countries concerned, there wouldlittle
beneed fora
long transition period.
Buckwell et a/ also addressed the issue
of the agricultural policies
of the CEC countries in the context
of accession to the EU. They in particular questioned whether a sustainable growth in agriculture
could be expected and the extent to which any growth in output could be absorbed by increased
consumption
the domestic market. One view is that when the transitional problems and shocks
are over, a substantial supply response could
be expected. An alternative view is that a much longer
time frame is needed(10 - 15 years: Nallet and Van Stolk). The prevalent view is towards the latter
scenario for Bulgaria and Romania, and that furthermore, consumer tastes will inevitably change
towards higher valueand healthier foodsif incomes increase.

As far as the adoption of the CAP
is concerned, Buckwellet al are of the view that agricultural prices
in the CEC will not rise to close the gap with theEU. Strict supply response to price change may be
less imporfanf than the effecfs technical change. fragmentation is excessive, for instance, which
is an internal policy matter, the size of supply response will be reduced, while the rate of technical
change will be influenced by support for investment and technology transfers from theEU and other
sources.
The pace of price change will also have an impact on the supply response. Intuitively, the longer the
adjustment period, the lower will be the response. It must also be remembered that the larger the
price rise, the more the negative effects on consumption
and on the potential for the build-up of
surpluses.
With respect to agriculture policies in the three countries
for the immediate futureit is advocatedthat
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a strategy of low support and protection shouldbe supplemented with other initiatives. These would
includetheprovision
of betterpriceandmarketinformationsystems,improvingmarketing
infrastructure,access to storageandshorttermcreditfacilities,theprovisionofruralbanking
facilities, more rural diversification and the establishmentof appropriate conditionsfor a land market,
and the availabilityof an effective research, educational and extension service.

is that
The conclusion of the series of country studies undertaken by the European Commission
when all of the problems and expectationsare considered together....”the CEECs would be less in
need of a highlevel of price and income supportfor their farmers,than of targeted assistance for the
restructuring, modernisation and diversification of their productive capacity in agriculture and the
downstream sectorsand for improvement of their rural infrastructure.”
Additionally the recentAgricultural Strategy Paperby the EU Commission has noted that, in regard to
pre-accession policies, new measures should be avoided which would make the incorporation of the
CECs into theCAP more difficult and delay the accession process.

8. Summary and Conclusions
An assessmentof progress and performancein the three countries was gleaned from responses
to a
set of questions posed
to representatives from the countries concerned.
The mainbarriers to increasedagriculturaloutputwereidentifiedinRomaniaasinappropriate
structure of farming and land restitution, lack
of capital, the price squeeze, lack of market information
and underdeveloped upstream and downstream increases. In Slovenia the barriers cited are poor
natural conditions, small farm size, low skilled labour and “bad organisation and management”, lack
of investment and discriminative legislation. In Bulgariathe main problems perceivedare ”unsettled,
unstable and ineffective market structure and market institutions,” low prices, outdated technology
and practices and unfinished land reform. In all countries unless these problems are corrected orat
least alleviated, the progress and performance
of the sector will continue to
be hampered.
In the context of joining the EU three alternative options were posed which could assist in the
determination of the strategyto be pursued. Slovenia would seem to favour gradual price alignment
with the CAP, as would Romania too.
No explicit option was cited for Bulgaria
but the above is
probably the favoured option
for this country also.
While the CAP is ofcriticalimportancefortheCECcountries,prospectiveenlargementhas
significant consequencesfor
that the fears
thatimprovedmarketaccess
for theCECswouldlead
to aflood of cheapimportswithquite
disruptive effects onEU agricultural markets arenot justified. On the working assumptionthat all ten
associatedcountrieswould
join the Unionin 2000 it estimatesthatthebudgetaryimpactof
enlargement would be an additional cost of the order of ECU 12 billion per year after the period of
transition and adjustment.
Of the options facing CAP policymakers, supply management appears a superficially attractive route
to take in adjusting the CAP to the pressures it will face in the next decade. appears to maximise
the short-run gains both to producers and the wider economy from agricultural support against the
alternativepricereductionstrategy.Theshort-rungains,however,
come ataconsiderablecost.
Supply management could lead to a growing loss of competitiveness at farm level and a declining
world market share for a major exporting country.
Substitutingdirectpaymentsformarket
price support in awaywhichleavesproducerincomes
unchangedisaveryattractiveoption.
The problems are that fullycoupled payments are not
permitted by GATT, their budgetary cost would be high and therecould be public resistance to
paying farmersin such a transparent manner. Various alternatives exist
to address these problems.
The Commission in its Agricultural Strategy Paper discusses the adjustments which must be made
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by all the CECs so that they can take over the Community
acquis. The Commission broadly sees the
CECs as less in need of a high level of price and income support for their farmers, thanof targeted
assistance for the restructuring, modernisation and diversification
of their productive capacity.It also
advocatesfurtherstructuralreform,improved
EU marketaccessandupgradingofveterinary
controls and procedures.
Given :he existing gap between price levels in the EU and the CECs and some responsiveness of
supply and demand with respect to price, integration of the new applicants on the basis of the 1996
CAP will put
EU to limit the likely
impact of CEC accession would be to signal clearly now that a future
CAP will offer much less
protection to agricultural production than at present in orderto discourage an artificial boostto CEC
production.
Two basic models of integration with respect
to the agricultural sector are available, an exclusionary
oneandaninclusiveone.
In thefavouredinclusivemodel,agriculturalintegrationiskept
as an
integral part of an early accession and the variants differ
with respect to the degreeof further reform
to the current (post-MacSharry) Common Agricultural Policy.
The main thrust of policytowardsrecovery ispossiblymicro-economic in natureincorporating
restructuring of enterprises, efficiency gains, growing competitiveness, and a larger private sector.
However, the State must act as a facilitator towards
this process inall cases.
Given the prospect of joining the EU in the foreseeable future, low support until accession is the
favoured of the three optionsfor a number of reasons, includingthe probable fact that the CAP itself
is a moving target.
The conclusion of the series of Country Studies undertaken by the European Commission is that
when all of the problems and expectations are considered together, the individual CECs would be
less in need of a high level of price and income support
for their farmers, than of targeted assistance
for the development of their productive capacity.
Overall,ontheassumptionoffurthermajorreform
of the CAP, conditioned by continuing trade
liberalisation and EU enlargement, the problem is to define policy options for the three countries
which will ease the convergence of their policies with that
of the EU. By and large the countries are
fortunate in that their agricultural sectors attract much less support than would be available
under a
reformed CAP,andparticipationinCAPisthereforelikely
to bringpositiveratherthannegative
benefits.
While for Romania and Slovenia, the U M commitments impose certain limits on their options, they
are faced with two contrasting choices. With respect to the first, they could move to the current
policy regime in the EU with the level of support and policy instruments which that entails. This
assumes that the present natureof this policy will continue, which would encourage an expansion in
production so as to strengthenthenegotiatinghand
of therespectivecountriesatthetime
of
accession.Thesecondbroadchoicewouldentailkeepingintervention
to a minimum,mainly
supporting infrastructural and institutional development and the reduction or elimination
of market
failures or imperfections.
As outlined earlier, the more appropriate and realistic approach is to adopt the latter route as the
shape of the CAP at the point of accession will more than likely be very different than it is today.
Within that scenario the achievement of higher levels of productivity and competitiveness should be
promoted with as little price and market support as possible. Therefore all of the suggestions in the
AgriculturalStrategyPaperoftheCommissionarerelevantandpragmatic
in supporting this
development. However, the keyto putting a better framework
for agricultural developmentin place is
theestablishment
of astablemacro-economicenvironment.
This wouldstimulatedemand,
encourage investment, and provide a better environment for introducing more competition into the
upstream and downstream sectors
of the agricultural economy.

